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Monday, 4 July
10:00-10:45 Christina Pössel and Alexandra Woods (mpilhlt)
Welcome and Introduction
Coffee
11:00-12:00 Library Tour
12:00-13:00 Thomas Duve (Director mpilhlt)
The Max Planck Institute for Legal History and Legal Theory
Lunch
14:00-15:30 Guido Pfeifer (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Ancient fundamentals of the Western legal tradition
Coffee
16:00 Frankfurt City Tour / Dinner

Tuesday, 5 July
9:15-10:45 Alexandra Woods (mpilhlt)
Using history in law - introduction
Coffee
11:15-12:45 Christiane Birr (mpilhlt)
Ius commune - legists
Lunch
13:45-15:30 Study Time
15:30-17:00 Inge van Hulle (mpilhlt)
International law
Coffee
17:30-19:00 Lea Pipo, Anna Quadflieg, Christoph Resch, Gregorij Tschernjawskyj, (mpilhlt)
Using history in law – the case of the Hohenzollern
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Wednesday, 6 July
9:15-10:45  Benedetta Rinaldi Ferri (University of Rome)
The obligation to work. Charity works and compulsory labour in Early Modern Europe

Laurine Manac'h (University of Paris 1)
Invoking the past and shaping company law in commercial courts’ proceedings: Barcelona and Buenos Aires, 1778-1840

Chair: Raquel Siotto
Coffee
11:15-12:45  Christoph Meyer (mpilhlt)
Ius commune – canonists

Lunch
13:45-15:30  Silvia Escanilla Huerta (University of Illinois)
The end of an era? The aftermath of the General Insurrection of Indians in the Southern Andes (1783-1809)

Otávio Weinhardt (University of São Paulo)
Normative practices and the regulation of urban life at the beginning of the Republic in Brazil (1886-1920)

Chair: Karla Escobar
Coffee
17:30  PhD Meeting

Thursday, 7 July
9:15-10:45  Mary Haddad (Tel Aviv University)
Egyptian experiences of International law (1882-1956)

Dejen Yemane Messele (Wollo University)
Ethiopian Sovereignty in the History of International Law: Anomalies and Paradoxes

Chair: Wafa Ben Mahmoud
Coffee
11:15-12:45  Thorsten Keiser (mpilhlt / University of Gießen)
Contemporary legal history

Lunch
13:45  Presentation Publications mpilhlt
14:00-15:30  Phillip Hellwege (University of Augsburg)
Private Law
16:00  Historisches Museum Frankfurt
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Friday, 8 July

9:15-10:45  Egas Bender de Moniz (University of Erlangen)
Constitutional histories

Coffee

11:15-12:45  Wingler Alves Pereira (Rio de Janeiro State University)
Space of experience and horizon of expectation in Brazilian constitutional thinking: a historical approach between "tupi or not tupi"

Gabriela Back Lombardi (Federal University of Paraná)
Jurists and civil codification in 19th century Brazil: history of legal thought and cultural translation

Chair: Anna Clara Lehmann

Lunch

13:45  Guided Campus Tour

Monday, 11 July

9:15-10:45  Marietta Auer (Director mpilhlt)
Legal theory

Coffee

11:15-12:45  Ricardo Spindola Diniz (University of Luxembourg)
Creatures of reason: the imminence of constitutional courts in liberal democracies

Haris Durrani (Princeton University)
A satellite for all: law, technology, and U.S. Empire in the Global Cold War

Chair: Bruno Lima

Lunch

13:45-15:30  Study Time

15:30-17:00  Michael Banerjee (University of California)
'The highest form of juristic person known to the law': constitutional corporations and constitutional Universities in the American West (1850–1928)

Chu Ming-hsi (Northwestern University)
How to use history in law? An analysis of professional historians' Amicus briefs in the US Supreme Court

Chair: Christoph Resch

Coffee

17:30-19:00  Anselm Küsters (mpilhlt)
Law and technology
Tuesday, 12 July

9:15-10:45  Stefan Vogenauer (Director mpilhlt)  
Common law  

Coffee

11:15-12:45  Jonmani Das (Jawaharlal Nehru University)  
Early modern forms and practices of legal authority: law, employment relations and social life in the English East India Company settlement of Madras (c. 1640s to 1750s)

Shreya Bhattacharya (SOAS University of London)  
Practicing law, governing difference: multi-centric legal orders in the Indian subcontinent (1750-1858)  

Chair: Matilde Cazzola  
Lunch

13:45-15:30  Study Time

15:30-17:00  Current research of the mpilhlt  
Department Thomas Duve  Historical Regimes of Normativity  
Department Marietta Auer  Multidisciplinary Theory of Law  
Department Stefan Vogenauer  European and Comparative Legal History  
Coffee

18:00  Evening Lecture  
Fernanda Pirie (University of Oxford)  
Global legal history: an anthropological approach
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Wednesday, 13 July
9:15-10:45  Jan-Henrik Meyer (mpilhlt)
Legal history of the European Union
Coffee
11:15-12:45  Tuuli Talvinko (University of Helsinki)
Political origins of ‘rule of law’ as European Union constitutional principle
Anna Saunders (University College London)
History as imagination: International law and the patent form
Chair: Philip Bajon
Lunch
13:45-15:30  Study Time
15:30-17:00  Jan Langemeyer (University of Oxford)
The administrative state and its law. England, France, and Germany (1870–1914)
Gwinyai Machona (Humboldt University Berlin)
Colonialism, German administrative law and its scholarship between circa 1850 and 1933
Chair: Johanna Wolf
Coffee
17:15-18:00  Jordi Cerdà (Pompeu Fabra University)
The legal construction of Franco’s monarchy (1936-1947)
18:00  Career Talk / Max Planck Law

Thursday, 14 July
9:15-10:45  Bárbara Madruga da Cunha (Federal University of Santa Catarina)
Legal abortion in cases of pregnancy resulting of rape: practices and legal conception in Southern Brasil (1940–1980)
Wallace Teska (Stanford University)
Law, religion, and social change in French West Africa (1890-1990)
Chair: Luisa Stella Coutinho
Coffee
11:15-12:45  Talk Show ‘Using history in law: results and further perspectives’
Lunch
13:45-15:30  Study Time
15:30  mpilhlt Summer Party

Friday, 15 July
9:15-12:45  Exams
Lunch
13:45-14:30  Feedback and farewell